STATEMENT OF SUPPORT FORM FOR THE EUROPEAN CITIZENS' INITIATIVE:
Actions on Climate Emergency

1. All signatories on this form are residents in: IRELAND

2. European Commission registration number: ECI(2019)000015

3. Date of registration: 23/09/2019


5. Title of this proposed citizens' initiative: Actions on Climate Emergency

6. Subject matter: We call on the European Commission to strengthen action on the climate emergency in line with the 1.5°C warming limit. This means more ambitious climate goals and financial support for climate action.

7. Main objectives: The EU shall adjust its goals (NDC) under the Paris Agreement to an 80% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2030, to reach net-0 by 2035 and adjust European climate legislation accordingly. An EU Border Carbon Adjustment shall be implemented. No free trade treaty shall be signed with partner countries that do not follow a 1.5°C compatible pathway according to Climate Action Tracker. The EU shall create free educational materials for all member curricula about the effects of climate change.

8. Names and e-mail addresses of registered contact persons: Thomas EITZENBERGER (eci@fridaysforfuture.org), Astrid Cecilie BUDOLFSEN (astrid@budolfesen.dk)

9. Names of the other registered organisers: Guilhem HEULINE, Frederica GASBARRO, Janina ŚWIERZEWSKA, Alejandro MARTÍNEZ MARTÍNEZ, Ole MÜLLER

10. Website of this proposed citizens' initiative (if any): https://www.fridaysforfuture.org/ECI

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE SIGNATORIES IN CAPITAL LETTERS - Unless stated otherwise, all fields on this form are mandatory

I hereby certify that the information that I have provided in this form is correct and that I have not already supported this proposed citizens' initiative.